Every music has different types of **rhythmic pattern**. Sometimes rhythm defines a style of music.

*Classical: In public, usually music that is not popular genre is classical, but the classical music is from around 1700 to 1850 around Haydn to Beethoven. The rhythm in this music is kind of straight, but sometimes there are lots of rests and it can be unexpected to see what is going to happen, next in case of Beethoven's Symphony no.5 1st movement.

Mozart's Piano Concerto no. 17
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xzvFxW5kR0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xzvFxW5kR0)

Mozart's Symphony no. 40
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTk1mDieQI8](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTk1mDieQI8)

Beethoven's Symphony no.5
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jh-E5m01wY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jh-E5m01wY)

*Jazz (Swing): Rhythm in jazz usually is not straight, instead, it has tendency to bounce a little bit. A beat in the front is slightly longer than a beat comes after. That is why it is called swing.

John Coltrane's Blue Train
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr1r9_9VxQA](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr1r9_9VxQA)

Miles Davis' So What (around from 00:35)
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEC8nqT6Rrk](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEC8nqT6Rrk)

*Bossa Nova: Rhythm in Bossa Nova also has a long beat followed by a short beat, but the short beat is more noticeable than the swing and the pattern is usually slower than the pattern in swing.

Horace Silver's Song for My Father
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1CilMzT55M

Antonio Carlos Jobim’s The Girl from Ipanema
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvVtgY3NwdM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvVtgY3NwdM)

*Waltz: A kind of classical music styles. This waltz is for dance. There are main three noticeable beats with an accent on the first beat.

Johann Strauss II’s On the Beautiful Blue Danube Op. 314
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHt2tW_nvp8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHt2tW_nvp8)
Johann Strauss II’s Emperor’s Waltz Op. 437 (around from 2:38)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QH0NIZgJnF0

Pitor Ilich Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty Op. 66 (around from 0:35)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Sb8WCPjPDs

*Pop: A popular music uses drum set many times. The drum plays in a regular rhythmic pattern, mostly straight. Usually pop style has constant rhythm with out any changes, so it is easy to follow the flow.

Taylor Swift’s You Belong with Me
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuNIsY6JdUw&list=RDVuNIsY6JdUw

*Korean Drum: Drum is a very powerful instrument in Korea. One of drums is called Samgo and the playing comes with dance, so the performance of this style of music is called Samgo (three drums)-Mu (dance). In many times, it follows the rhythmic pattern similar to swing, which means when there is a three constant beat, a beat in the center is usually skipped. Straight and swing patterns exist together.

Samgo-Mu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmiCl_cW-60